YOU ARE INVITED TO JOIN US FOR OUR
Winter Writing Marathon
IN DOWNTOWN LINCOLN
ON JANUARY 22, 2011

The marathon will launch from Old Chicago (826 P St.) at 1:30 PM. We will meet at Indigo Bridge Books (701 P St. Suite 102) for our read around at 4:30 PM.

If you plan to attend, please send your R.S.V.P. via email to Jessica Rivera (jessica.rivera@huskers.unl.edu) by January 18, 2011.

The Nebraska Writing Project has been sponsoring writing marathons since 2006, embracing their ability to bring teachers back to their NeWP roots and to promote place-conscious thinking and writing. Seasonal writing marathons are offered throughout the year and are excellent opportunities to network with other NeWP folk in a supportive writing community. Read about previous writing marathons on the Nebraska Writing Project website: http://www.unl.edu/newp/index.shtml.